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Only Randall Access’s Lift Assist combines dual gas shocks  
and compression springs that ease the ramp up and down.  
Only Randall Access carries two Lift Assist options – Short and 
Long – to accommodate variances between the enclosure box 
and trailer floor that are less or greater than 11".

// SHORT THROW LIFT ASSIST

// LONG THROW LIFT ASSIST

Walkramps
straight

Never flip your walkramp again. 
Panels are constructed from 
the strongest Aluminum alloys 
available and are extruded to 
prevent cracking and wear.

Stress points are taken care of 
with our longer arm and multiple 
fasteners. The apron and side 
brackets don’t dance around 
strength, control, and performance 
– they stand and deliver.

// PANELS
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// SIDE BRACKETS

// MATERIALS

Extruded 

6061 T6 Aluminum

 Grade 8, Cadmium-coated 
hardware

Larger, multi-directional surface 
for greater control with ergonomic 
handles.

// TOE PLATE

// WALK SURFACE

// SIDE RAIL

Taller, guiding, beveled to grab onto 
the handtruck tires.

Randall Access Walkramps are a highly engineered, advanced,  
ultra-durable, nothing-left-on-the-table line of safety walkramps.

Nominal 
Ramp Length

Ramp 
Width

 Usable 
Width

Ramp 
Height

Recommended 
Deck Height

Approximate 
Weight

Load  
Capacity*

16' 24 3/8" 26 1/4" 4 5/8" 56"–66" 125 lbs. 1000 lbs.
14' 24 3/8" 26 1/4" 4 5/8" 46"–55" 112 lbs. 1000 lbs.
12' 24 3/8" 26 1/4" 4 5/8" 40"–45" 94 lbs. 1000 lbs.
10' 24 3/8" 26 1/4" 4 5/8" 31"–39" 78 lbs. 1000 lbs.
8' 24 3/8" 26 1/4" 4 5/8" 26"–30" 63 lbs. 1000 lbs.

*  Testing of ramps was conducted between 15 and 20 degrees. Load tests were conducted with a 500 lbs. load and 225 lbs. driver.

// SPECIFICATIONS

Randall Access offers two enclosure 
styles – open and closed.  

// OPTIONAL ENCLOSURE

RANDALLACCESS.COM 800-323-7424

// WALK SURFACE

Randall’s signature aggressive,  
all-weather Walk Surface  
is continuous from apron  
to toe plate.



FOLDING
WALKRAMPS
The Randall Folding Walkramp is anything but your standard  
folding ramp. Our folding walkramp is stronger, easier on your  
legs, and keeps all 10 digits safe from pinches and snaps. Finger Guards allow drivers 

to grab ramp legs without fear 
of being pinched.

Randall’s Recessed Latch 
eliminates accidental 
disengagement of the legs.

Randall’s Deflector Plate makes 
moving the ramp in and out of the 
enclosure easier and safer.

//  RECESSED LATCH & 
DEFLECTOR PLATE

// OPTIONAL FINGER GUARDS

Deflector Plate
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Nominal Ramp 
Length

Usable  
Width

Ramp 
Width

Ramp 
Height

Useable  
Side Rail

Recommended 
Deck Height

Approximate 
Weight

Load  
Capacity

14' 24 3/8" 25 7/8" 4 5/8" 2 1/16" 47"–56" 154 lbs. 1000 lbs.*

Enclosure  
Length

Width & Height  
Enclosure Body

 Width & Height  
at Door

Approximate  
Weight

8' 31" x 10 1/2" 32" x 12 1/2" 196 lbs.

*  Testing of ramps was conducted between 15 and 20 degrees. Load tests were conducted with a 500 lbs. load and 225 lbs. driver.

// DEPLOYED SPECIFICATIONS

// OPTIONAL ENCLOSURE SPECIFICATIONS

With the removal of the bar across 
the ramp’s legs, Randall’s Open 
Leg Design provides drivers 
greater control and stability.

// OPEN LEG DESIGN

// WALK SURFACE

Randall’s signature aggressive,  
all-weather Walk Surface is 
extruded to prevent cracking. No 
flipping – it’s engineered to provide 
2x the durability and wear.

// SIDE RAIL

Taller, guiding, beveled to grab onto 
the handtruck tires.

Larger, multi-directional surface 
for greater control with ergonomic 
handles.

// TOE PLATE

Extruded 

6061 T6 Aluminum

 Grade 8, Cadmium-coated 
hardware

// MATERIALS

800-323-7424RANDALLACCESS.COM

// WALK SURFACE



STEPS
Powder-coated high visibility orange, Randall 
Steps have the highest weight capacity in the 
industry and a robust, gripping tread that add 
up to – not your ordinary step.

Optional chain and safety latch.

High-visibility orange, three-step 
coating prevents rust.

// OPTIONS

// VISIBILITY

Quickly slides under trailer.

// STOWS EASILY

500 lb. weight capacity

// SECURE
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// SPECIFICATIONS

# OF STEPS WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT WEIGHT

2 19 ¼" 14 ½" 20" 32 ½" 13 ½" 22 ¾" 5 ½" 32 lbs.

WalkrampS
Low-Profile

Optional Short or Long Throw Lift 
Assists and Toe Plate Side Handles.

Easily and securely hooks into place.

// BRACKET

// MATERIALS

Extruded 

6061 T6 Aluminum

 Grade 8, Cadmium-coated 
hardware

Randall Access’s signature Walk 
Surface – extruded never casted.  
Gripping to hold on and not let  
you down.

// WALK SURFACE

// TWO STYLES
// HANDLES

// OPTIONS

Integrated handles in the toe plate 
help ease the ramp in and out of  
the frame.

Available as a Monorail or 
Trolley style.
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Robust, gripping tread.

Higher side rail provides secure  
foot placement.

// WALK SURFACE

// NO SLIPPING



Elevated Platform (very 
important)

Platform elevates to floor level without a transition plate – providing the 
drivers full use of the 48" x 52" platform. Elevated Platform protected within 

fully closed enclosure box. Mounts 
beneath the middle door–does not 
cut into the trailer floor.

// ELEVATES

// ENCLOSURE

// WALK SURFACE

// VERSATILITY

The World’s Fastest Middle Door 
Platform – deploys in 15 seconds 
or less, stows in 10 seconds. The 
Elevated Platform brings more safety, 
efficiency, and flexibility to side or 
middle door delivery.

Elevated
Platform

// SPECIFICATIONS

Area required to install platform with enclosure: 54" x 102"

MATERIAL PLATFORM DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

Aluminum 48" x 52" 300 lbs 1,000 lbs
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// SPEED Deploys in less than 15 seconds, stows in less than 10 seconds.

Randall Ramps can be secured in the parallel or perpendicular positions.

Expansive 48" x 52" surface.

RANDALLACCESS.COM 800-323-7424



Showcasing the new line of Randall Access products – 
walkramps, steps and platforms. We’re on the road pulling 
into OEMs, Dealers, and talking to the guys who count on 
top-notch equipment to push to quittin’ time every day.

Load Em Up.  Load Em Out.  Randall Access’s line of Floor Deployed Platforms (FDP) 
provides drivers with platforms at both side doors that stand up to the heaviest loads – 
add a ramp or a ladder and now you’re talking full on strength and confidence.

FDP
PlatformS
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Large surface with integrated 
ladder. Randall Access signature 
walk surface on the platform and 
steps. Slides in and out of the 
tunnel with ease.

// FDP 3123 

// MATERIALS

Extruded 

6061 T6 Aluminum

 Grade 8, Cadmium-coated 
hardware

// FDP 34.5

// FDP 3535

Ramp-ready, 1,000 lb. weight 
capacity workforce for the front  
or middle-door.

Versatility at its best – this all-
purpose, large platform can be 
used with ladder or walkramp in 
parallel or perpendicular positions. 
Safety rail included.

RANDALLACCESS.COM 800-323-7424
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722 Church Rd, Elmhurst, IL 60126
Randall Access is a product line of Randall Manufacturing. Patent Pending.

FULL ON
STRENGTH // PERFORMANCE // CONTROL

Since day one of the creation of Randall Access products, our intention  
has been to engineer a line of access products that makes your lives better.  
By better we mean safer, more productive, more confident. In fact, if our  
products don’t pass the in-the-field drivers’ test, we go back to the drawing  
board and make them better. For you, the work athletes, who battle more  
than your average workday of risks, you can count on us to keep you safe, 
confident, and ready to fight another day.

Now, let’s get out there and win this race.

#AccessConfidence

800-323-7424RANDALLACCESS.COM


